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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The optical correction of presbyopia must be handled individually. Our aim was to compare the methods used in addition to the refractive near vision, with the final addition used in presbyopic patients.

Methods: Eighty healthy subjects with a mean age of 49.7 years (range 40 to 60 years) were studied. Tentative near additions were determined using four different techniques: one-half amplitude accommodation with minus lenses (AAD); one-third accommodative demand with positive lens (AADL); balanced range of accommodation with minus and positive lenses (BRA) and crossed cylinder test with initial myopisation (ICT). The power of the addition was then refined to arrive at the final addition.

Results: The mean tentative near additions were lower than the final addition for AAD and BRA addition methods. The mean differences between tentative and final additions were low for all the tests examined (less than 0.25 D). The intervals between the 95% limits of agreement differed substantially and were always higher than ±0.50 D.

Conclusion: All the methods used displayed similar behavior and provided a tentative addition close to the final addition. The coefficient of agreements (COA) detected suggests that every tentative addition should be adjusted according to the particular needs of the patient.
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INTRODUCTION
Presbyopia (from the Greek presby, elder or old, and, -ops, eye) is a gradually lost part of the natural aging process(1). Presbyopia tends to manifest itself around the age of 40 to 45 years, at an extremely productive stage in life and its inadequate correction will compromise a person’s work performance with the economic loses that this entails(2). The optical correction of presbyopia must be handled individually. The amount of accommodation varies not only from person to person, but also from eye to eye. Therefore it is necessary to prescribe the weakest lenses which are tolerable for good and comfortable near vision in order to find harmony between the processes of accommodation and convergence(3). Normally, a tentative addition is established first and this is then adjusted to obtain the final addition(4). In the case of correction it is necessary to respect working distance to which a person has to adapt their vision and which is very important in various professions. An error in reading addition is one of the most common causes of patients’ unhappiness with their new spectacles(5). For example, when the range of clear vision is not well determined, patients may complain that the new spectacles are fine for reading, but that they are now unable to see a computer screen(6). A classic clinical rule, used by most ophthalmologists, is that the patient should be able to support up to half of its full range of amplitude of accommodation (AA)(7).

Many variables affecting accommodative testing are difficult to control, including illumination, depth of focus, target size, contrast, visual angle, lens affectiveness, monocular and binocular cues, kines-
thetatic feedback, and the rate at which accommodative demand is changed during testing\(6\). We feel it would be more reasonable to use the method that provides the tentative addition closest to the final addition. It is felt that it would accelerate the entire evaluation process. This study was designed to compare final addition values with the tentative additions obtained using the tests: one-half amplitude accommodation with minus lenses (AAL); one-third accommodative demand with positive lens (ADL); balanced range of accommodation with minus and positive lenses (BRA) and crossed cylinder test with initial myopisation (CCT).

**METHODS**

An observational, cross-section study was carried out. The research followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and Institutional Review Board approval was obtained. All patients were informed about the purpose of the study and gave informed consent before inclusion. Patients were sequentially evaluated from February to November 2011. The age range of the subjects was 40 to 60 years (mean: 49.7, standard deviation: ± 5.0 years). Fifty (62.5%) patients were women and thirty (37.5%) were men. The spherical refractive error ranged from -5.75 to +5.00 D with up to -1.50 D of astigmatism. All patients required addition; and presented corrected monocular visual acuity (VA) greater than or equal to 6/7.5 at distance and near; anisometropy less than 1.50 D; no binocular problems; no history of refractive surgery, strabismus or amblyopia; no ocular pathology; no systemic disease that could affect accommodation, fusional vergences and/or ocular motility; and no medication likely to have side effects on accommodation and/or on fusional vergences. All the patients were submitted to the four different methods.

Demographic and clinical data were obtained, including data of birth and gender. Each subject underwent a comprehensive ophthalmologic examination including review of medical history, subjective refraction followed by binocular balancing, with Snellen optotypes presented at 6 meters, best correct visual acuity, slit-lamp biomicroscopy, ocular tonometry and fundoscopic examination. The subjective refractions were conducted to maximize the amount of positive sphere and minimize the amount of negative sphere without compromising distance visual acuity. Astigmatism was adjusted using the Jackson cross-cylinder. All the procedures used to determine tentative addition were performed in random order. The final addition for a 40 cm working distance was established for each patient by adjusting the tentative addition (AdT) obtained using one to the four methods selected at random:

**AAL Method - one-half amplitude accommodation (AA) with minus lenses**

This procedure assumes that the prescription of addition should not use more than one-half of the total amplitude, the working distance in this study was 40 cm, so the tentative addition value was calculated as 2.50 D -1/2(AA), where AA is the mean amplitude of accommodation between both eyes. To measure the AA, the subject was instructed to read the near point on the phoropter card, placed at 40 cm, while the accommodative demand was increased using minus lens in 0.25 D steps by making a conscious accommodative effort.

**ADL Method - one-third accommodative demand (AD) with positive lens**

To measure the AD, with distance refraction in the phoropter and the nearpoint test card at 40 cm, the subject was instructed to read the fine print on the test card. Then, plus lenses in 0.25 steps were added until the fine print on test card become clear (L), so the AD was calculated as 2.50 D – L, and the tentative addition value was calculated as 1/3AD + L.

**BRA Method - balanced range of accommodation with minus and positive lenses**

This procedure assumes that the prescription of addition is to place the dioptric midpoint of the range of clear vision at the patient’s customary near working distance. The dioptric midpoint was determined with the patient’s distance refraction in the phoropter and the near point test card at 40 cm, by adding plus power lenses binocularly until the subject was no longer able to read the fine print on the test card, and by adding minus power lenses until the patient was no longer able to read the fine print, so the tentative addition value was calculated as the arithmetic media of these values.

**CCT Method - crossed cylinder test with initial myopisation**

A cross-grid target was placed on the near point rod of the phoropter at the patient’s working distance, in this study at a 40 cm, and the crossed cylinder (with the minus axis vertical) was positioned before both eyes. With the distance correction in place, were added plus lenses until the vertical lines on the target become as clear and dark as the horizontal lines, this was the tentative addition value.

The data were analyzed using the Analyze-it program for Microsoft Excel (Leeds, UK. See http://www.analyse-it.com statistics program\(6\)). The level of agreement between the different tentative addition tests and the prescribed addition, or reference addition, was estimated using the Bland-Altman method\(9,10\). Correlation is normally used to evaluate the agreement between two methods. The problem of correlation is that it is high when the points of the scatter plot fall on any straight line with positive derivative\(11\). The factors determined were the mean difference (Bias), the standard deviation (SD), the coefficient of agreement (COA= 1.96×SD) and the limits of agreement at the 95% level (Bias ± COA). The t-test for paired samples was also used to establish the significance of the differences. The level of significance was set at p<0.05.

**RESULTS**

Table 1 provides data on the level of agreement between each of the tests used to determine tentative addition in presbyopes and the final addition. The mean differences between tentative and final additions were low (less than 0.25 D) and the coefficients of agreement are moderately high in clinical terms, as they always exceeded 0.50 D.

**DISCUSSION**

The evaluation and management of presbyopia are important because significant functional deficits can occur when the condition is left untreated. Undercorrected or uncorrected presbyopia can cause significant visual disability and have a negative impact on the patient’s quality of life\(12\). Careful distance refraction provides the foundation for determining the management of presbyopia\(11\). The optical correction for presbyopia is the sum of the refractive correction for distance plus the power of the near addition\(11\). The nature of the distance correction itself influences the near addition\(11\). Determining the addition in the presbyope is an essential clinical test for evaluating patients over the age of 40 years\(12\). The results of these tests are usually refined according to the subject's preference in terms of image clarity and a comfortable near task distance\(11\). The refinement stage will be shorter and easier if the tentative addition is determined as precisely as possible\(11\).

In this study, the aim was to establish the level of agreement between tentative additions determined by four methods and the final addition. The results indicate that the mean differences between ten-
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Table 1. Agreement between tentative and final addition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>BIAS</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>COA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAL</td>
<td>1.925</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.9400</td>
<td>± 0.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>1.803</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>± 0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRA</td>
<td>1.784</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>± 0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCT</td>
<td>1.941</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>0.5705</td>
<td>± 0.577</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AdF= final addition; COA= coefficient of agreement (1.96 x standard deviation); Tentative add. AAL= one-half amplitude accommodation (AA) with minus lenses; ADL= one-third accommodative demand with positive lens; BRA= balanced range of accommodation with minus and positive lenses; CCT= crossed cylinder test with initial myopisation.
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